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Model 610 C-hook, 2,500 lb, 13-5/8” twin carrying arms
Metal block lifter
½ ton capacity, block has two receiver holes for lifter arms.
Pivoting wedge C-hook to pick up slit coils from a pallet and tip to vertical. 3 ton, 15” arm length, 26” throat opening.
2 ton Model 624 C-hook with guide rollers
3 ton C-hook with Nylon bumper
Model 610 C-hook, ½ ton capacity with integral bail.
Model 624 C-Hook- Class E crane
C-Hooks with Storage Stand
25 metric ton mill duty C-Hook in its storage stand.
(4) 15 ton C-hooks with stands
1,300 lb cap C-hook
C-Hook with lifting bail for sister hook and maintenance stand
C-Hook with lifting bail for sister hook and maintenance stand
C-Hook with bolt-on Nylon wear pads
Model 624 C-hook, 20 metric tons, with pin bail and nylon replaceable coil pads.
Model 624 C-hook, 3 1/2 tons, with shackle bail and Nylatron replaceable coil pads, in storage stand.
35 ton Model 624 SL C-hook with Nylatron wear pads & storage stand
20 MT C-hook with machined Nylatron bolt-on bumper pads
35 metric ton mill duty C-Hook with stainless steel wear pads in its storage stand.
(3) Model 624 C-Hooks with custom paint
40 ton Model 624 C-Hook w/ master link bail
50 ton Model 624 SL C-hook with shackle bail & bolt-on bonded rubber wear pads
Bolt-on bonded rubber C-hook saddle
C-hook with lifting pockets for a motorized coil grab
Mill Duty-Rated C-Hook

30 TON CAP.
Automated transfer crane with mill-duty C-hook (non-Bushman).
Severe Duty and High Temp-Rated C-Hook. Bail link allows crane operator to insert or remove large crane hook without floor assistance. Bolt-on wear pads provide an air gap to prevent overheating of the C-hook material.
40 ton 624SL C-Hook
30 ton Model 624 SL C-hook on an outdoor straddle crane
C-Hook with power rotation
C-Hook with power rotation
30 ton motorized rotating C-Hook in storage stand
20 ton C-hook to lift wind turbine tower sections on 10 ft carrying arm.
6 ton Model 624 C-hook with twin shackle hole lifting bails
Hook attaches to spreader beam and has (8) steel rollers in the carrying arm.
4.25 ton C-hook lifting wire spools
4.25 ton C-hook lifting wire spools
Model 610 roll lifter
C-Hook to Lift Paper Rolls
1,500 lb capacity Model 600 C-hook with load retainer
Load retainer released

Load retainer engaged
12 ton C-hook for spools. Has bolt-on link to capture spool.
4 ton C-hook with large height